
Faceted Form Skeletons



Find then copy and paste 
into a photoshop file. Select 
and delete the background



Add a gradient 
or solid 
background.

Add any other 
features or 
collage pieces 
that complete 
your peice, 
roses or 
candles are 
examples

You must have 
one other thing



Add a lighting effect to each piece, all going in same direction. 

Effect> render> lighting

Merge the layers together

● Hint * if you create a monochomatic art peice this tends to be easier and looks 
super cool! 

Image Adjustment > hue and saturation 

Choose colorize



Enhance the 
contrast



Duplicate your layer

On one layer create 
cutouts

Effect> effect gallery> 
cutout



Select and copy each layer 
and paste into a new file in 
illustrator

Now the rendering begins



Lock layers and 
add new layer

On new layer 
using your pen 
tool with only a 
stroke. Create a 
triangle

The objective is 
to try to draw a 
triangle around 
similar tone/ 
colored areas!



Continie making 
triangle all 
connecting leaving 
no holes!!!

Try to keep like 
colors in each 
triangle

Also try to keep the 
direction of the 
triangles parralel with 
the form.  



Once you’ve done 
a cluster

Make visible the 
photo layer(still 
locked)

Select all lines

Choose your “Live 
paint tool”



Using your alt 
button select 
the general 
color from the 
area the 
triangle is 
covering and 
then fill it by 
simply letting 
go of alt and 
clicking



Start tracing more triangles 
again with the pen tool and 
only a stroke





This time when you 
want to color you have 
to select all lines and 
shapes and then

Object>live paint > 
merge

And then you will be 
able to to use your live 
paint tool again



A big hint is to use 
a variety of sizes 
of triangles and 
have the overall 
arrow of it ie the 
point go in the 
direction of the 
form

For example on 
my horn i have a 
very long triangle 
going the length 
of the horn



Once 
you’ve 
filled and 
make all 
triangles

Use your 
direct 
selection 
tool 
carefully to 
close any 
gaps!!!!



Add a layer to the bottom and fill it with a solid color or a gradient. 

Add to your portfolio


